
              
 

 
 Special Report: The Real Estate 

Agent's Guide to Effective Speaking 
 

In our society, communication is the most valuable tool we have. The difference between 
success and low sales as a real estate agent often comes down to an agent’s ability to clearly 

and effectively speak on the topics required. 
 

It’s a wonder, then, that so many agents have a great degree of difficulty speaking effectively 
with potential prospects or clients. 

 
 

The fundamentals of effective public speaking are universal. It does not matter if you’re pitching 
a property to a small family in thirty seconds or leading an audience of three thousand through a 

one-hour sales seminar. 
 



 
 

Confidence is key. 
 

Statistically speaking, the vast majority of people would rather die than speak publicly. 
75% of Americans have speech anxiety, and it is the number one fear, affecting 3 out of 4 of all 

adults. 
 

            
 

That’s probably why there’s an old cliché regarding speech-giving: “If you’re nervous before a 
speech, just imagine your audience in their underwear.” I can’t fully endorse this advice (the 

https://brandongaille.com/14-fear-public-speaking-statistics/


odds are good that you won’t want to see some of your audience members quite so scantily 
clad), but the idea behind the cliché makes sense: you need to feel like you have some power 

over your audience. 
 

Power is rooted in confidence. Confidence is the most important thing you’ll need to 
speak in front of any group, because it improves your ability to communicate with 

customers at every turn.  
 

Having confidence in your speaking abilities doesn’t just help you execute a speech. It frees you 
to listen better, and helps eliminate the dreaded “fumble tongue” when responding to customer’s 

questions. 
 

It also leads to better, faster sales because you’re not just giving your clients information. You’re 
giving it to them more efficiently, which is especially important when speaking to groups. If you 
can’t speak confidently in front of a group, how will you be prepared to speak in front of a single 

client? 
 

“But,” you say, “if I already lack confidence in my speaking, how do I gain confidence?” 
 

You build it. 
 

Confidence is constructed. And as real estate agents, we all know at least a little something 
about construction. It always starts with a foundation. Only then can you put up walls, a roof, 

insulation, electrical, plumbing, etc. So what does your foundation look like? 
 
 

 
 



Preparation. It’s unavoidable. 
 

If you ask a number of speakers what their biggest rookie mistake was when they made that 
first speech, a massive number will tell you some variation of the following: 

 
“I didn’t prepare well enough.” 

 
Maybe they started writing that speech the night before. Perhaps they needed to spend an extra 
day researching. Or it’s possible they thought they could...*shudder*....wing it because they did 

the same thing before. 
 

The fact is, preparing a presentation, a sales pitch, or even talking points for an Open House is 
much like preparing any other speech. There’s likely to be research involved. A solid structure 
with a beginning, middle, and end is a must. And your whole speech needs to feel cohesive, 

and not just like random pieces strung together. 
 

In short, there’s work to be done. And if your presentation is going to be good, it’s a safe bet that 
your prep work will be more extensive than what’s required in an email or memo. 

 
So be prepared to dig in and spend some time on the substance that you’ll be delivering, and to 

whom you’re delivering it. Pitching a property to an analytical type, who’s already purchased 
multiple pieces of real estate, should sound different than a pitch to a young, first-time home 

buyer. 
 

 
 

Write it down. 
 



It’s rare to find a public speaker that doesn’t need to at least write out the bullet points of his/her 
speech on notecards. 

 
It’s just a cold, hard fact that, while there are always speechmaking geniuses out there, most 

people can’t improvise a speech. So you’re going to need to write your speech in some form, be 
it long or shorthand. 

 
While your topic may change from speech to speech, there are several additions that will help 

elevate any live address. 
 

First, clarity is key. No matter the subject, it’s always wise to begin your speech by getting 
right to they point. And stay on point. Fluff is despised, and it’s because people can see right 

through it. 
 

Even if you begin a speech with an anecdote, a joke, or a statistic, it’s best to make sure you’re 
stating information that directly relates to your subject matter.  

Second, Use Humor. Just as a little comedy can liven up your day, something funny can amp 
up your speech. And it can do so in several ways. 

 
Using humor to highlight a dramatic topic is a great way to really pull listeners into your talk. 
Perhaps you have a very serious point to make. Since comedy and laughter naturally help 

people to loosen up and let their guards down, you might consider including a joke before you 
impart some very dramatic, important knowledge. Once your joke relaxes the audience, you’ll 

be able to really impact their appreciation of your speech by immediately giving them more 
sobering information. 

 
Let’s say that you’re showing a client and his family a possible new home, and you’re asked to 
lend your expertise on an aspect of the property that’s less-than-thrilling. Like ductwork. Adding 

a quick joke about an otherwise unexciting subject can provide a little levity, and draw your 
audience into what might be an otherwise-less-exciting lecture. 

 
“I’m actually very glad you asked about the ductwork,” you reply. “Most people think it’s a very 

dry subject, but don’t we all want to keep our ductwork...dry?” 
 

Okay, that’s a cheesy pun. And your clients may roll their eyes a little. But it’ll lighten the mood 
before you move on to the very important inner workings of their potential property. And 

because you are keeping their attention through humor, they’ll be much more likely to remember 
the information you provide. 

 
You can, of course, flip the above dynamic, too. When called upon to deliver some intense 
information, you can always include something funny immediately thereafter. It will allow for 

some laughter, slightly easing the impact of your more serious points. 
 



 
 

Remember to Breathe.  
 

You’re probably thinking, “Of course I’m going to breathe when I speak. I have to breathe! I 
breathe all day, every day. I like breathing. I’m good at it!” 

 
We’re all good at breathing during our everyday lives. We’ve been doing it since we were born, 

and we’re used to doing it all the time. It’s totally second nature. 
 

But it won’t be second nature when you begin speaking publicly. 
 



 
 

Public speaking is a type of performance. And performance can be described as the 
showcasing of a technical skill in public. Any time a person performs something technical for a 

crowd - dances, sings, throws a football, or even speaks- there will be stress. This is just as true 
in a presentation with a buyer or seller. 

 
And what happens when we feel stress? We get nervous. We sweat more than usual. Our 

hands shake. And, yes, we forget to breathe.  As a real estate agent, whether you’re talking to a 
crowd of investors or a family looking to purchase their first home -- these can all be interpreted 

as signs of dishonesty. It is important that we learn to mask our symbols of stress. 
 

Additionally, when public speakers forget to breathe, they accidentally let bad speech habits 
take over. Non-words like “Um” and “Ah” surface, which then tell the audience that (a) the 

speaker doesn’t know what to say, and (b) that the speaker isn’t comfortable. In real estate, the 
last thing you need is for your prospective clients to think that you don’t know what you’re talking 

about.  These are deals that could potentially involve hundreds of thousands of dollars. You 
have to always be at the top of your game by learning and practicing skills that enhance your 

performance. Public speaking is a performance, remember?  You wouldn’t star in a play without 
having rehearsals, and this presentation should be no different. 

 
 

Other stress-related habits that often creep in may be difficult to detect. 
It’s an unfortunate fact that Generations X and Y have been allowed to use incorrect grammar 

when speaking. Sometimes even the most basic statements are accidentally turned into 
questions. 

 
Here are two examples: 



 
1-Replacing “said” with “like”. 

 
“And then my boss was like, ‘Why are you talking this way?’ And I was like, ‘I don’t know what 

you mean!’” 
 

2- Turning statements into questions. 
 

“I remember this time? When I was asked to talk to my co-workers? And it made me nervous? 
And I just...collapsed??” 

 
This isn’t about judging the way people talk to one another. The above forms of speaking are 

typically acceptable when conversing amongst peers. They have no place in professional 
speech. If you are dealing with clients that happen to be millennials, it is okay to mirror or mimic 
their speech patterns as a way of showing that you’re familiar, friendly, and on their level.  It’s 

not recommended any other time; however. 
 

Additionally, business professionals, especially women (who have a habit of ending their 
sentences with question marks more often than men) should make sure to nip this particular 

habit (called “Uptalking”) in the bud right away.  It does not make you seem nicer or more 
approachable, it makes you seem wishy-washy, weak, and unsure of yourself.  And the last 

quality that anyone wants out of someone that is representing them in a legal deal is weakness. 
 

So let’s say you haven’t spent much time speaking publicly, or even making small 
presentations. You’ve prepared. You’ve even rehearsed in front of others or in your mirror, with 
some good responses. And yet you still find yourself feeling tense in front of audiences, getting 

tongue tied, or generally exhibiting poor speaking habits. How you avoid such easy traps? 
 

Breathe. Just take a moment and breathe. 
 

The breath naturally relaxes the body and the mind. It helps you gather your thoughts and stay 
on track. 

 
Your audience won’t know you’re nervous. They’ll know you’re breathing. And that will make 

sense to them. They breathe, too. They like breathing. They’re good at it, too. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_rising_terminal


 
 

Practice really does make perfect. 
 

Once you’ve put your presentation on paper, you’re going to want to practice your speech. And 
that means getting on your feet and rehearsing like you’re in a play. In theatre and movies, 

actors call this rehearsing. And it gets that name for a reason: it’s the act of re-hearing yourself 
speak. 

 
Agents need to rehearse their presentations just like actors do. It doesn’t matter if you’re 

conducting a one-on-one meeting, a property showing, or an Open House. You want to look 
and sound as if you know properties like the back of your hand. 

 
When rehearsing, you have to listen, and pay attention to what you hear. Are you beginning well 

and getting to the point? Are you staying on-topic? Are you breathing? 
 

At this point, you may want to try a repetition exercise. Find the most important things you have 
to say in your speech. Don’t just say them once. Say them a second time. Deliberately repeat 

them for emphasis (go for a third time if something’s super-important). It will help your customer/ 
guest/ client/ audience remember the priority information as you’ve spelled it out. 

 
Once you feel like you’ve begun to find a comfortable groove in your speaking, it’s time to add 
the thing that turns a rehearsal into a performance: the audience. But you don’t have to jump 

right in front of your intended audience. Instead, find a few co-workers, professional 
acquaintances, or your broker, and try your speech on them. Ask for constructive criticism. 

You’ll probably get it. 
 

https://www.etymonline.com/word/rehearsal


If you’re uncomfortable rehearsing a presentation in front of co-workers, there a number of 
well-respected organizations are available to help you improve your speaking skills. Information 

on how to join a local chapter of either the popular and successful Toastmasters or Business 
Network International (BNI) is a Google Search away. And while you’re doing computer 

research, check out online resources like Udemy (it’s free!). 
 

There’s an added bonus to joining an effective public speaking club. You’ll only be rehearsing 
for people who share the bond of speechmaking. They won’t be your agent friends from the next 
cubicle. And there’s nothing like having an impartial group of people to tell you what part of your 

speech is not working. Additionally, these groups operate based on referrals, so if they enjoy 
what you have to say, they’ll be passing the information along to their contacts.  You’re 

speaking in front of an audience who will continue to speak on your behalf and help grow your 
business. 

 

      
 

They’re rooting for you! 
 

It’s human instinct when standing in front of any crowd, or even any potential buyer or client,  to 
believe that they’re out to get you, that they won’t trust you, or they’ll say no. 

 
“Show me what you’ve got. It better be good or we’ll devour you,” their eyes seem to say. 

 
In reality, though, nothing could be further from the truth. People show up to hear you speak 

because they want you to be successful. They want to be helped, educated, or just plain 
entertained. Otherwise, they wouldn’t have shown up in the first place. 

 
Trust that your audience wants what’s best for you. You’ll find that they absolutely do. 



 

 
 

You’ve got a secret. 
 

You’ve put your ideas to paper, practiced breathing, added a little structure, humor, and 
repetition to your words. And you’ve tested your speech on a few peers. 

 
Now it’s time to take your speaking abilities out into the world. Do you have an audience of one? 
Introduce yourself clearly and politely, shake your client’s hand, and let your speech fly.  In this 

case, you’ll want to make sure that you’re allowing the client time to interject, get a word in 
edgewise, and ask questions.  The best sales pitches are often conversations.  If you aren’t 

asking questions, and showing an interest in your client and learning about their needs, you’ll 
likely lose the sale. 

 
Does your audience fill an auditorium? Maybe you won’t have time to shake every hand, but you 

can certainly greet them with a polite, positive, and brief introduction. 
 

No matter the size of the crowd, though, there’s one final way to cement a little extra confidence 
in your foundation. Always address them with the quiet knowledge that you have a secret. 

A secret that will be of great value. 
 

What’s your secret? That’s up to you. Maybe it’s industry news that you’ve gained from putting 
in those extra office hours, researching stats and making sales. Perhaps it’s the simple 

understanding that you have a charismatic pitch- one that will really aid and entertain them. 
 

Or it could be that you were a little nervous, and you’ve pictured them in their underwear. And in 
that case, you’ll definitely want to keep that a secret. 



 
 

Extra, Extra! 
 

Still feel a bit confused by the process of public speaking? Cindy offers further training! Visit 
www.cindybishoptraining.com and sign up for more info. 

 

http://www.cindybishoptraining.com/

